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A Methodology for the Study of Children's
Environmental Knowledge in Other Cultures.

Cindi Xatz

This paper pt'"PSents a mPthodo logy vhich I used to atudy th.,
cont,.nt and acquisition of chi ldrP.n'• environmPnta\ knovledgP. as
CP.ntral to thP social P•pr oduction of a rural agricultural PConomy
in thP Sudan . Hy approach was forged dra wing o n inPthods of geography. linguistics and anthropology to provid,. information on (l)
how childrP.n lParn to intP.ract productivP.ly vith th.,ir P.nvironaPnt,
(2) thP natUrP of thf'ir intPractions and()) th,.ir kn ovl,.dge of
environmen tal proc .. ssl!s and rP.sourcPs. In th is papP.r I vi l 1 deacrib.- first tht" fttfl'thodology adopt.,d including participant observation, Pthnos P.mantic intP.rvi.-vs, child-led wal ks , PnvironmPntal
■ odPling

and 11 geo-dra mas" . I will th•n discuss its use ••angst
Sudanrae children with rP.£@rencll!: to general quPstions rais@d by
studies of PnvironmPntal cognition in othrr cultu rPs.

Knowledge is a cultut"al phenomenon. As a body of structurfl!'d
concP.pts sharf!d within a social matrix, P.nvironmPntal knowlPdge i;
insP.parablP from the labor process and its undPf"lying relat ions of
production. This definition suggrsts that PnvironmPntal know\rdge
and behavior arP bPst studi d in relati on to a c\Parly de\inPatPd
social contPxt.
0

A socially groundPd approach to thP study of environmPnta\
knowlPdge carriPs two major mPthodo logi ca 1 irapl icat ions. Fi rat,
raPthodoto·ty is not neutral. That is, the choicP of mP thod can
detll!:rminP the for11 and contPnt of findings. S@cond, if Pach
rP.searc h POdPavor is groundPd in • specific social contP.:xt, it
1uggests that thP. 11e-thods appropriat,. to stud y in onP culturf! arP
not nPCPSSari ly appropriate to study in anoth"'r.
Before dPscribing the mP thods used in my study of chi \drPn's
environraPntal \earning, know\Pdge and intPract io ns in rural Sudan,
l will "'Xpand briefly on the-sP. two issUPS 3nd indicalP how the
approach I dPVPlopPd is int"'gratPd with thf'SP largPr raPthodolo gical
quPstions.
First, it is important to rP ■PmbPr that likf' th,.ory, ■rthod
ology ts not n,.utral or valuP-freP. 1t is dPVPloped and appli•d
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within a specific social and historical context. Simply put, the
choice of method will inform the results of a study. Moreover,
while it is often recognized that any methodology is only as good
as the person carrying it out, it is less often the case that a
researcher considers how her/his biases and values affect the
research process. A researcher, particularly working in othercultural settings, does well to recognize, if not explicitly state,
his/her values and the biases inherent in the research process.
Second, if a research effort is grounded in a specific social
context, and environmental knowledge is particular to that context,
methods appropriate to the study of one culture may not be valid in
another culture-setting. These implications call into question
most of the methods adopted from cross-cultural psychology for use
in environmental perception studies. Moreover, for comparative
studies of environmental knowledge it may be more useful and valid
to compare data from separate inquiries which have been collected
in a rigorous and culturally specific manner rather than adopting
a strategy in which a common set of methods is used across cultures.
In the context of these broad considerations, the methodology
which I present here is of significance for four reasons:
First, it is a methodology for the study of children's environmental learning, knowledge and interactions. Its focus is, therefore, both knowledge and behavior as integrally related but separate
entities. That is, while I agree that the analytical distinction
between culture as knowledge and culture as behavior is a useful
one, I think it is a false and potentially troublesome dichotomy.
Following the anthropologist James Spradely, I define culture as a
system of meaningful symbols in which culture can be seen as the
acquired knowledge that people use to interpret experience and
generate social behavior. My methodology, then, was one designed
to provide information on both knowledge and behavior.
Second, it is a methodology for the study of environmental
cognition in other-cultural settings, For this I developed an
essentially ethnographic approach which views both knowledge and
behavior as cultural phenomena.
Third, the methodology is an eclectic one. That is, in order
to counterbalance the weaknesses inherent in any single research
method or type of approach, I used a branching sequence of interrelated methods in my study of children's environmental knowledge
and interactions.
Finally, I did not presume a uniformity in the backgrounds of
the study participants but rather built into my approach a means
for an analysis of distinctions in results, I anticipated and
found, for example, distinctions based on gender and the social
position of participants' families, but I also discovered the
significance.of birth order on children's environmental knowledge
and ~nteract1ons.
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Thus, in my study I tried to develop an approach that would be
at once socially ground~d/appropriate to the study of children/and

valid in an other-cultural setting, I will turn now to a description of the study itself and a discussion of the particular methodology developed for the study of children's environmental learning,
knowledge and interactions in a transitional economy in rural Sudan,
Environmental learning, particularly in agricultural economies
such as those found in Sudan, is an essential aspect of socialization. In order to analyze the relation between the content and
acquisition of environmental knowledge and social reproduction in
this social context, I sought information on the content of children's
environmental knowledge as it is acquired and used in the activities
of work, play and formal learning and in the settings of the household, peer group, and formal education, The work called for a set
of complementary research strategies to provide information on
children's behavior, the structure and content of their knowledge,
and how these have changed over the last two generations.
The research took place in a village of almost 350 households
along the Dinder River in the Blue Nile Province of central Sudan,
From December 1980 until October 1981, I lived with an extended
family of six households. At the outset of the work, I conducted
a village-wide census which elicited basic demographic and socioeconomic information, On the basis of this census I selected the
sample population of 10% of the village ten year olds; a total of
17 boys and girls,
Until 1971 the village was characterized by the subsistence
production of sorghum and sesame complemented by animal husbandry
on a small scale, Since that time the village has been incorporated
in a state-sponsored irrigation scheme geared to the commercial
production of cotton and groundnuts. The changes brought about by
the scheme have altered not only the nature of local agriculture,
but the social relations of production associated with it as well.
The theoretical goal of my research, then, was an analysis of environmental knowledge as an integral part of social reproduction in
this changing production system as selected in the sample population's knowledge and interactions.
The antecedents of my approach are to be found in the work of
the Place Perception Project at Clark University almost fifteen
years ago, Most of this research was concerned with children's
spatial learning and place perception, Studies by James Blaut and
others of children's mental maps and understanding of maps and
aerial photographs indicated that these skills are developed informally in children prior to the linguistic skills associated with
formal education. In his work on place experience in a New England
town, Rogert Hart further pursued the study of children's geographic learning. Hart examined experiential learning, informal sources
of geographic information, and children's affective response to the
St. Vincent Island in the Caribbean; Ben Wisner extended the work
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of the Place Perception Project to children's learning of environm:ntal pro~esses_and_ the human manipulation of these processes,
~1sner_ rel1ed_pr1mar1ly on observation and found children engaged
tn a wide variety of environmental manipulations. Moreover, he
found an emphasis on environmental learning within the family.
Building on this early work and adapting some
ology, my research focused on children's learning
(1) local resources, (2) environmental processes,
interact productively with the local environment,
learning and knowledge of agricultural skills and
practices.

of its methodand knowledge of
and (3) how to
for example the
animal husbandry

A branching sequence of complementary methods will counterbalance the weaknesses inherent in using any single research method.
The approach included methods of observation, verbal techniques,
demonstra~ion exercises, and interviewing and surveying strategies
to establish the social and historical context of the work. The
methods used to provide information specifically on children's environmental learning, knowledge, and interactions are described
below.
Part~cipant observation was important to the work. Participant
observation of everyday behaviors is a standard technique of anthropology and well suited to work amongst children. I used observation
in two ways during my year-long stay in the village. First, random
observations for short durations were used to establish the general
pattern of activities of children in the sample population. These
observations were continued throughout the field period to ensure
tha~ ~h: full range of children's work, play and formal learning
activities was documented and that the activities characteristic of
each season and village setting were included. Second, children's
specific work and play activities were observed repeatedly and at
length. For example, I accompanied children for long days shepherding, fetching water or collecting firewood, and watched them engaged
in dramatic play or in the rough and tumble of some of their games.
These experiences resulted in observations such as the following
abridged selections from my field notes:
On this particular morning Awatif* and three of her
friends (all approximately ten years old) set off for the
tulih (a stand of tulih, Acacia Seyal, trees) at 6:30 and
arrive there about a half hour later. They bring along
rags to roll on their heads to rest the wood upon as they
carry it home, and rope to tie the wood together. Within
the tulih area the girls collect branches and sticks
usually from trees that have been felled for charcoal
production. They make three separate trips to different
parts of the site, each time collecting full armloads of
*All names have been changed.

sticks and branches. The girls worked swiftly and easily,
sticks and branches neatly over the outstretched rope, and
this was obviously a familiar task to them. They brought
their armloads to a central site after each foray. After
the third trip each girl sorted her own wood, piling the
then in pairs rocking the wood back and forth with their
feet to pack it tightly, they tied the wood into large but
neat and manageable bundles. They rolled the rags and
placed them on their heads and then lifted the wood bundles
by putting their heads down on the bundles and straightening
up with the wood on their heads. They walk straight and
tall as they head back ,for the village.
These boys play "tenancy" as well as "store" or "subsistence field" frequently. First they made the fields by
raising squares of dirt and plowing them into rows with the
miniature tractor they had just made from found objects.
After the rows were complete they fashioned teganet, the
raised linear mounds running between groups of rows which
control the flow of water from the canals to the crop rows.
The boys then planted groundnuts by sticking date pits
lengthwise into the rows. They store these hundreds of
date pits behind a house near their play area. After the
fields were planted in groundnuts, the boys watered them,
They usually sprinkle sand on the fields to signify watering them, but today they had a small vial of water which
only wet about a third of two rows. They are well aware
that the water in the real tenancies comes from the canals
and irrigation ditches and seem to employ this knowledge by
watering only between the rows as if the water had flowed
there from the canal. Next they began to weed the fields
and thin the crops using miniature versions of the short
handled hoes used in the local fields. They each made a
hoe using thick grass stalks and small pieces of scrap
metal broken into a wedge shape. The weeding completed,
the boys harvest the groundnuts by picking the date pits
and piling them in the center of the field. They fill
tomato past cans with the pits to represent the sacks
filled with groundnuts at the end of the harvest. They
cart their crop on the tractor to a storehouse in the village some distance from the fields.
We started getting ready to move on and as the shepherds and their flocks broke-up and went separate ways,
the shepherds had a chance to show their stuff. We were
parting ways with two to three others and all of the boys
worked together to round-up and divide each flock. It is
a wonderful and totally crazy thing to watch, each boy
runs around yelping and whipping the animals in and out of
place. The shepherds fly between the collective flock,
each crying out his version of the unique calls made by
shepherds to get the sheep and goats in with the right
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group and moving in the right direction. They move at
lightning speed and the marvelous thing is how they know
their own and each other's animals. I asked them about
this later on and they said they know them by their faces
and colors and because they have known each animal since
it was born. The rapid-fire round-up of the flocks requires real teamwork. The boys work together and coordinate their movements and actions all the while shouting
orders back and forth to catch that stray or push this one
in the opposite direction. The whole process took about
thirty to forty minutes after which we were again on the
move towards another depression. There, we joined up with
a couple of other boys and their animals and moved, herded,
walked, etc. a short time to the next well watered depression where the boys let the animal graze freely.
The combination of random and directed obs e rvations provided a
complete picture of the activities of ten year olds in the village.
Moreover, these observations often were documented on Super-8 sound
film. Hy intention was to build a record of the children's activities both for later analysis and as a document.
While observation can tell us a good deal about behavior, it
tells us little about the meaning of particular behaviors or interactions as they are experienced. Moreover, although observation
was of enormous use in informing me of processes the children had
mastered,and how these were learned, it was less directly useful in
·providing information on the content and organization of children's
environmental knowledge. For this information, I used verbal and
demonstrative methods.
The verbal method upon which I relied most heavily was the
ethnosemantic interview. The method, in my case directed at
eliciting taxonomies of environmental phenomena, was pioneered
by Harold Conklin and Charles Frake in the mid-1950s as a means
to elicit the shared knowledge of a culture group as it exists
for the members of that group. The technique involves conducting
a series of open-ended interviews which are designed not only to
enable the participant to express his/her knowledge, but to reveal
the ways and rules by which that knowlege is organized. This
process is time consuming both because of the need for several
interviews which can be quite lengthy and because each interview
must be analyzed semantically before the next one is conducted.
In my case, I conducted from two to six interviews, each of which
lasted between one and two hours, with each of a sub-sample of
five children. Each child produced a taxonomy of local plants
and three of them also developed taxonomies of places in and
around the village and the uses associated with them.
One child, for example, developed a taxonomy fo~ "things that
grow from s e eds in the ground". The taxono.my included the categories of trees, grasses, vines and cultivated plants and was

contrasted along dimPnsions that includPd wh.,ther they werP.
planted or not, whether thPy had blossomed or had Pars, whPther
they were small or large, whether or not they had thorns, whethPr
or not they were a food source, whether or not they were used as
fodder, whether or not they wPre desirable in cultivated areas
and whether or not they werP. used as fuel.
The children exprP.ss e d the contP.nt of their knowledge as they
organized it an not as a structure which I might ~mpose upon ~h~m.
As resAarch participants, they framed the categories and explicitly
stated the attributes of and hierarchical relationships between the
terms of each ta.xonomy. For th.-se reasons P.thnosemantic interviews
are preferable to general testing methods or standardized interviewing strategies for research in other cultures.
As a counterbalance to the heavy reliance of ethnosPmantic interviews on v.-rbal ability, I used three methods which encouraged
the demonstration of environmental knowledge as WPl l as verbal expression.
*Child-Led Walks: In thP child-led walk, I askPd Pach child
to take me wherP s/he chos•• and to show me anything s/hP considered
important. The walks invariably lPd outsidP ~f thP villagP. lim~ts
into thP scrub surrounding thP village, the rivPr bed bounding it,
or to the nearby irrigation canals and fiPlds. The_walks WP~e a
fun opportunity for the childrPn to demonst~ate th~ir e~t~nsiv.knowlPdge of thP local environm_.,nt. The children identifiPd particular environmental fPatures such as plants or soil types all
along our route. I structured thP situation as ~ach walk progressed by asking the children to idPntify and explain any uses of
every plant that Wf' came upon.
All of the children Wf're able to identify at least ten plants
and give a range of appropriate uses for Pach one. Many of the
children had an almost Pncyclopedic knowlPdge of local plants and
resources. Not only did these children idPntify virtually every
plant that wf' came across, but they wPrP imaginative and extraordinarily thorough in setting forth thP locally acceptPd uses of
each one.
*Landscape Modeling: In order to elicit the children's knowlege of village goegraphy and the human-envi~onment interac~ions
within it, I asked each child to model thP village out of dirt,
water, sticks, thorns and grass on a 10' x 5' area. For many
children this techniquP was an excellPnt opportunity to dPmonstrate
their knowledge of physical features and processes. These children
built houses, plowed fields, dug irrigation ditchPs and got thP
river to flow. OthPr children se PmPd bafflPd by thP exPrcise and
uncomfortable digging-in and manipulating the available media. Th P
results thPn -.r;, t e ntative skPtch maps in the dirt outlining a few
houses a~d the major phy s i ~al f~aturPS of th~ village.
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*GPo-Dramas: AftPr thP chi ldrPn dP•'mPcl that thPir modPlS wPre
donP, I askPd thPm to use a set of miniaturP farm animals, trucks
and pPoplP whom I had clothPd lahoriously in SudanPsP. stylP, to
show mP lifP in thP villagP. Again, somP childrPn took to thPSP
"gPo-dramas" with gr<>at Pnthusiasm, but a fpw seemed ovPrwhelmed by
thP pPrf.,ction of thPSP forPign toys and wPrP. inhibitP.d in manipulating thPm. As with thP landscapP modeling, I intPrjectPd questions as the childrPn actP.d out the pattPrns of evPryday life. For
examplP, thP children invariably put thP animals in the truck to
takP thPm to market, and I would always ask which markPt they went
to and what pricP they got for a shP.ep, goat or cow. In this way, I
was ablP to gathPr significant information on thPir undPrstanding
of P.nvironmPntal procPsses and intPractions, and only the setting
sun or calls to comP homP could Pnd the gamP,
As thE> observation of thP boys playing "fiPlds" might have indicatPd, thP behaviors associated with both thP landscapP modeling
and gPo-dramas wPrP not aliPn to thPsi> childrPn, In addition to
"fiPlds" (subsistPnce and irrigatPd) thP childrPn play "st.ore" and
"hous,.". In Pach they act out in miniaturP thP rolPs and rPsponsibilitiPs associatPd with Pach contPxt or sPtting. The fit between
thPSP customary play activitiPs and landscapP modPling and geodramas as resParch mPthods, not to mPntion thP fun of them, no
doubt contributPd to thP high quality of information thPy providPd,
In addition to thesP mPthods focusPd on Pliciting childrPn's
PnvironmPntal knowlPdgP and documen~ing thPir P.nvironmPntal interactions, I conductPd "oral gPographiPs" with many of thP childrPn's
parPnts and granJparPnts to discovPr how thPir own childhood interactions with thP environmPnt comparPd (or had changed) with their
PnvironmPntal goals or thPir childr,.n and grandchildren. BecausP.
thP samplP populations was drawn from familiPs with low, middlP. and
high dPgrPes of integration with thP irrigation project and the
cash Pconomy it rPprPsents, I was ablP to hypothPsizP about the
changP.s in Pnvironmental knowledgP., learning pattPrns and activities taking place as a rPsult of thP ongoing socio-economic transit ion.
I presP.nt this approach as a valid altPrnativP. to most of the
mPthods used in research on environmPntal cognition and behavior.
Each of thP methods, with thP excPption of participant observation,
undP.rtakes to discover thP. content and rulPs for organizing the
collective knowlPdge and information processing structures of a
particular culture group, in this case ten year old childrP.n from
a rural vi l lagP. of CP.ntral Sudan. Non" of the mPthods imposP or
search for any predetPrminPd cognitive catPgoriPs, I arguP that
this approach is central to any work on PnvironmE>ntal cognition,
but PSpP.ci.ally so when this w~rk is undPrtakPn in non-western
settings. Those mPthods which imposP cat,,goriPs PXt<>rnal to the
participants such as thP tP.sts common in cross-cultural psychology,
almost always show the non-wPstPrn culturP to be at a disadvantagP,
This is not surprising sincP Wl'!stern standards ar<> usPd to makP thP

·udgments. ThE> mE>thodology I adoptPd attPmpts to avoid this probJ
.
. f.
f
lP.m by eliciting information on what phE>nomPna_ar 13 s~gn~ 1cant or
a culturP. group and the mPans thPy uP to organize this information.

